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ABSTRACT

The mobile video playback involves many subsystems of the

devices such as computing, rendering and displaying subsys-

tems. Among all subsystems, the displaying subsystem ac-

counts for at least 38% of all consumed power, and it can

be up to 68% with the maximum backlight brightness. What

is more, lots of people watch videos via mobile devices in

various situations, where the ambient luminance condition

is different. Therefore, how to save mobile energy and im-

prove the Quality of Experience (QoE) in different situations

become significant problems. In this paper, we try to maxi-

mally enhance the battery power performance under various

ambient luminance conditions through backlight magnitude

adjusting, while without negatively impacting users’ QoE. In

particular, we conduct a series of subject quality assessmen-

t experiments to uncover the quantitative relationship among

QoE, ambient luminance, video content luminance and back-

light level. We first study whether the continuous playback

of backlight-scaled shots using the proposed scaling magni-

tude would cause flicker effect or not. Then motivated by

the findings of these subject studies, we implement a Dynam-

ic Backlight Scaling (DBS) strategy. The experiment results

demonstrate that the DBS strategy can save more than 40%

power at most and can also save 10% power even at a very

high ambient luminance.

Index Terms— QoE, energy saving, ambient luminance,

mobile video, DBS

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the proliferation of mobile devices and mobile wire-

less network, contemporary people have been watching video
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contents via mobile devices from virtually anywhere and at

any time. But video playing is a huge power-consuming activ-

ity, whose power can arrive to 853.5mW with the maximum

backlight brightness (tested on the HTC Dream and Google

Nexus One) [1][2]. The battery of mobile device is severe-

ly restricted due to the constraints on size and weight of the

device, which implies that energy saving is paramount for

mobile devices. Meanwhile, unlike watching videos on TV

or computer indoor, it is a common phenomenon that user-

s’ visual perception will be affected by surrounding contex-

t significantly when watching videos on mobile device. We

believe that the ambient luminance is the most important fac-

tor because other surrounding factors like viewing distance

and body motions usually can be controlled by users them-

selves. So how to reduce the mobile energy consuming and

improve the subjective experience of watching mobile videos

under different ambient luminance conditions become signif-

icant problems.

Different from the traditional Image Quality Assessment

(IQA) just focusing on the image itself [3][4][5], the Quali-

ty of Experience (QoE) [6] investigates the effect of all the

factors that contribute to the subjective experience. Howev-

er, few researches focus on the contribution that ambient lu-

minance makes to QoE. In [7], Kim suggested an ambient

luminance adjusted contrast sensitivity function (CSF) to im-

prove the image contrast under various surround levels for

small-sized mobile phone. Xue et al. proposed a new Video

Quality Assessment (VQA) model based on Just-noticeable

difference (JND) theory to provide context aware prediction

of perceived mobile video quality [8]. Mantel et al. inves-

tigated the impact of ambient light and screen light on the

perceived quality of videos displayed on big screen [9]. But

all these current works have not investigated the direct rela-

tionship between QoE and ambient luminance. In this paper,

we want to explore how the ambient luminance affects QoE

on mobile video.
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Besides the ambient luminance, we find that the QoE is al-

so affected by content luminance of the video. The perceived

luminance intensity of an image displayed on mobile device

can be denoted by ρLY [10], where ρ is the transmittance of

the LCD panel, L is the backlight luminance and Y is the av-

erage luminance value of the frame. It is obvious that users’

experience is associated with the perceived luminance inten-

sity. Yan et al. studied the relationship between content lumi-

nance and QoE under one specific ambient luminance [11].

The research show that their relationship is logistic. Nonethe-

less, they do not consider the effect of the ambient luminance.

The human eye can function in very dark and very bright en-

vironment. So, the relationship under different environments

may not be the same.

For smartphones, fast power consuming has become an

urgent concern for both mobile users and designers. Our s-

tudy about the influence of ambient light and content lumi-

nance on QoE can help us to choose the most proper backlight

magnitude which can maximally reduce power consumption

without degrading user’s QoE. In order to further save power,

the key principle is to dynamically scale the backlight mag-

nitude as low as possible while without negatively impact-

ing users’ QoE. This technique is called Dynamic Backlight

Scaling (DBS) [12]. The existing DBS schemes for videos

usually consider video-related distortion metrics like struc-

tural similarity (SSIM) [13] and peak signal-to-noise ratio (P-

SNR) [14]. However, these work all relies on objective distor-

tion which may not consist with users’ experience. Yan et al.

found that the videos with different content luminance need-

ed different backlight magnitudes under the same QoE and

they proposed a novel DBS scheme which scaled the back-

light magnitude according to content luminance of the video

[11]. In our study, we want to dynamically adjust the back-

light magnitude based on the subjective results of QoE which

considering ambient luminance and content luminance. So, it

can further reduce the power consumption of mobile phones.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 introduces some related work of how to measure con-

tent luminance and choose proper test video segments. Sec-

tion 3 outlines the experiment setup. Section 4 explores the

relationship between QoE and other factors such as ambient

luminance, content luminance and backlight magnitude. Sec-

tion 5 studies how to achieve DBS under the different ambient

luminance and shows the power consumption analysis. Sec-

tion 6 gives the concluding remarks.

2. RELATED WORK

In order to study the effect of content luminance of video on

QoE, we should establish a metric to measure the content lu-

minance of the video. Here, we conduct a cross-bin metric

based on the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)[15] and split

the video into a series of clips which have the similar content

luminance.

2.1. Content luminance metric

For the digital picture, HIS model is a color model based on

human visual characteristics. The I component represents the

brightness information and refers to the relative brightness or

darkness of the color. It is a common method to calculate

the average I component of all pixels in the image histogram

as content luminance. However, it is a bin-to-bin metric and

cannot effectively capture the luminance discontinuity over

the frames. Here we proposed to use the EMD as the lumi-

nance feature. Formally, EMD between histogram P and Q
is expressed as :

EMD(P,Q) = minfi,j

∑

i,j

fi,jdi,j/
∑

i,j

fi,j

s.t. fi,j ≥ 0,
∑

j

fi,j ≤ Pi,
∑

j

fi,j ≤ Qj

∑

i,j

fi,j = min(
∑

i

Pi,
∑

j

Qj)

(1)

where fij is the flow amount transported from ith bin to jth

bin and dij is ground distance between bin i and j.

EMD, which is commonly used in image retrieval, is de-

fined as the minimum cost paid to transform one histogram

into the other as shown in Eq.(1). We choose EMD because

it is a cross-bin metric which considers both bin height and

inter-bin distance. To compute EMD value of the video, we

first obtain the video’s histogram. Then we use the medi-

an histogram to describe the overall histogram of a group of

frames, because it can effectively eliminate the outlier frames

within the video [16]. Each bin of the median histogram is

calculated from the median bin over all frame histograms. Fi-

nally, we compute the EMD distance between the median

histogram of a video and the histogram of a black image and

define it as the video content luminance feature, EMDvideo.

2.2. Video shot detection

A video shot refers to a series of consecutive frames played

for an uninterrupted period of time which has similar scenes.

There are two advantages of adopting a video shot as a test

segment. First, a shot usually contains similar content lumi-

nance frames and it is helpful to study the effect of content

luminance on QoE. Second, there is usually a sudden transi-

tion of content when the shot is switched. Therefore, it can

help diminish the impact of DBS. We adopt the shot detection

algorithm proposed by Yan et al. [11]. The algorithm first

computes the EMD between frame k and its previous/next

frame, respectively. If EMD(k, k + 1) is greater than global

threshold and sufficiently larger than EMD(k − 1, k), and

current shot lasts longer than Dmin, we can decide that a new

video shot starts from frame k + 1.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP

In this section, we introduce the general experiment setup,

which will be used in the following sections of the experi-
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ments.

Test video. We choose seven video sources including the

film, animation and documentary. Since many factors can af-

fect the QoE of videos [17][18], all of videos are encoded at

a high quality with 1280×720 resolution, 24 frames/second,

and H.264/AVC baseline profile. To avoid the influence of

voice, we eliminate the audio track of all the videos. Then we

use the shot detection algorithm to split the video into a series

of shots for the studies in the subsequent sections.

Participants. There are 17 college students who partic-

ipated in the experiments. Their ages range from 21 to 25.

There are 14 males and 3 females. All participants have nor-

mal color vision. All of them participate in the experiments

described in Section 4 and ten of them participate the experi-

ments described in Section 5.

Backlight magnitude. We divide the backlight magni-

tude into ten levels, from 0.05 to 0.95 at a step of 0.1. The

scaling magnitude can span from 0 (the darkest) to 1 (the

brightest).

Ambient light. Considering the actual habit of using mo-

bile phone, the viewing tests are conducted under four dif-

ferent environment illumination conditions, which are corre-

sponding to dim light (0 lux), residential indoor lighting (100

lux), bright indoor lighting (1000 lux) and full day light not

in direct sunlight (10000 lux).

Test device. We use Mi 3 as the test device. The

screen size, resolution, pixel density of Mi 3 are 5.0 inch,

1920×1080, 441 ppi.

4. SUBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

In this section, we explore how ambient luminance, content

luminance and the backlight level affect users’ QoE on the

mobile phone.

4.1. Preparation and procedures

As we discussed in Section 3, we adopt EMD as content lu-

minance feature of video shot. We compute EMDshot for

all video sources and get 749 EMDshot values. These val-

ues range from 28 to 172. A lager EMD value indicates a

brighter content. For user study, we divide EMDshot into

5 brightness categories with a step of 29 EMD value, and

the 5 categories are denoted by EMD1 (28 ∼ 56), EMD2
(57 ∼ 85), EMD3 (86 ∼ 114), EMD4 (115 ∼ 143) and

EMD5 (144 ∼ 172) respectively. Then we choose 7 shots

from 5 categories respectively. The shots are played with 10

different backlight levels, starting from the highest brightness

to the lowest brightness. We conduct the same experiments

under four kinds of ambient luminance conditions. Partici-

pants evaluate the shots using ITU-R quality and impairment

scales [19] based on their experience.
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Fig. 1. The MOS of shots with the different EMD categories

under different ambient luminance. Backlight level is from

0.05 to 0.95 as discussed in Section 3. EMD1−EMD5 are

five categories of different content luminance.

4.2. Results

Overall, we collected 23800 test data (17 participants × 35

shots × 10 backlight levels × 4 ambient light levels) for

the study. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship between the

Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and backlight level under dif-

ferent EMD levels and ambient luminance conditions. As

illustrated, there are two kinds of MOS variation tendencies.

One is under low ambient luminance (0 lux, 100 lux). The

MOS first increases with the backlight level to the maximum,

then decreases. The other is under high ambient light (1000

lux, 10000 lux). MOS increases monotonely with backlight

level. It is easy to understand the different tendencies under

two kinds of ambient lighting. When the environment lumi-

nance is very low, we will feel dazzling if the backlight level

is high. Another interesting phenomenon is that the shot with

high EMD value need lower backlight level to achieve the

same MOS comparing to the shot with low EMD value. This

finding does not agree with the result which Yan et al. [11]

get. According to their conclusion, the situation is reverse and

the shot with high EMD requires higher backlight. But our

finding consists with the theory [10] that perceived intensity

is proportional to content luminance as we discussed in the

Section 1. Therefore, the higher content luminance requires

the lower backlight level under the same QoE.

4.3. Quality of Experience analysis

To better understand the users’ Quality of Experience under

specific conditions, we use the acceptability to measure the

QoE [20]. We believe that user is willing to watch the shots
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Fig. 2. The acceptability of shots with the different EMD
categories under different ambient luminance. The other ex-

planation for the figure is the same with the Fig. 1.

Table 1. The coefficients of quadratic function model

Ambient light p00 p10 p01
0 lux 0.05245 0.005771 2.790

100 lux -0.6580 0.004393 3.712

Ambient light p20 p11 p02
0 lux −7.254 ∗ 10−6 -0.01252 -1.981

100 lux −6.018 ∗ 10−6 -0.004834 -2.173

when their scores are greater than or equal to 4 (MOS value).

So, we convert the MOS data into acceptability data. Then,

the acceptability is defined as Nacc/Ntot, where Nacc is the

number of acceptable decisions and Ntot is the number of

total votes.

It is clear that the curves show a trend of decrease after an

initial increase under low environment lighting as illustrated

in Fig. 2. It consists with the variation of a quadratic function.

Thus we use the bivariate quadratic function to fit the curves

under low environment lighting. The acceptability model is

defined as:

A = p00 + p10E + p01M + p20E
2

p11EM + p02M
2

(2)

where p00, p10, p01, p20, p11, p02 are the model parameters;

M is the backlight adjusting magnitude and E is the EMD
value of the shot. We use the linear least squares to determine

the coefficients. The fitting results are shown in Table 1.

Under high environment lighting, we observe a sigmoid

curve from Fig. 2. Logistic regression is a statistical analysis

for binary response data whose probability of being positive

is a sigmoid curve. It perfectly matches our data. The fitting

function can be formulated as:

A =
1

1 + exp−(α+βE+γM)
(3)

Table 2. The coefficients of logistic regression model

Ambient light α β γ
1000 lux -10.322 -0.0255 13.804

10000 lux -11.56 0.0269 13.338

Table 3. The goodness metrics of model fitting

Ambient light RMSE PLCC SRCC
0 lux 0.1198 0.8853 0.8883

100 lux 0.1181 0.9504 0.9323

1000 lux 0.0891 0.9780 0.9406

10000 lux 0.0908 0.9737 0.9217

where α, β, γ are the model parameters and the M , E are the

same as in the Eq.(2). We use the maximum likelihood esti-

mation to estimate the coefficients and the results are shown

in Table 2.

In order to evaluate the goodness of the model fitting, we

calculate the correlation between the acceptability calculated

by Eq. (2) (3) and the acceptability calculated by MOS. Three

common correlation metrics are used, i.e., root-mean-square

error (RMSE), Pearson correlation coefficient (PLCC) and S-

pearman rank correlation coefficient (SRCC). Since we did

not find other algorithms used to evaluate the QoE consider-

ing ambient luminance, we do not compare our model with

others.

As listed in Table 3, all the models obtain small RMSE

values and close-to-one values for the other two metrics,

which implies that proposed models are accurate and reason-

able.

5. DYNAMIC BACKLIGHT SCALING
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we hope to implement DBS on mobile videos

using the QoE models we proposed in the previous section.

First, it is necessary to study whether or not the continuous

playback of backlight-scaled shots using the proposed scaling

magnitude would cause flicker effect. Second, we compare

the power performance of video playback using DBS strategy

with the video playback using full backlight level.

5.1. Smoothing DBS inconsistency

We adopt two continuously played shots as the minimum s-

caling unit to study how large the backlight adjusting mag-

nitude will cause the uncomfortable feeling under specified

content luminance and specified ambient luminance. There-

fore, we set up a series of test clips of two consecutive shots,

wherein the content luminance feature, EMDshot is set as

follows. First, we fix the scaling magnitude of the first shot

Mfst at the optimal values Mfst,opt obtained through Eq.(2)

and Eq.(3) using 0.8 acceptability (we define the backlight

magnitude with 0.8 acceptability is the best considering both
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Fig. 3. The acceptability of two consecutive shots under 0 lux, 100 lux (a) and 1000 lux, 10000 lux (b). In the (a) and (b), the

left panels are the up-scaled clips and the right panels are the down-scaled clips. The label of the abscissa like ’2→1’ means

the EMD category of the first shot of the clip is 1 and the second shot is 2. The green, aquamarine and yellow bins represent

that the backlight level of the second shot is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 lower than the first shot respectively.

QoE and energy saving). It makes sure that the users feel

comfortable when watching the first shot. Then, we reduce

the second magnitude Msec from Mfst,opt at step of 0.1 un-

til reaching the computed optimal magnitude of second shot

Msec,opt. There are two principles we used here. One is that

we do not consider the situation that Msec is scaled lower

than Msec,opt since it cannot meet the acceptability condition

we studied in Section 4. The other is that we do not reduce

Msec from the largest backlight magnitude because it does

not agree with principle of energy saving. So, there is on-

ly one version for those up-scaled clips (Msec = Msec,opt).

We have prepared 20 video clips and test them with different

backlight magnitude as we talk above under different ambient

luminance. Participants decide whether to accept the video or

not based on their experience. With 10 participants’ decision-

s, we collected a total of 1720 binary data. The results are

shown in Fig. 3.

We can make two conclusions from the results. First, the

acceptability of up-scaling is significantly higher than the ac-

ceptability of down-scaling, since people are usually willing

to watch brighter video. Second, the acceptability of down-

scaling is not proportional to difference values of backlight

level. For example, the acceptability of the clip with scaling

magnitude 0.2 is higher than both the one with scaling mag-

nitude 0.1 and the one with scaling magnitude 0.3 under lu-

minance 0 lux, which the first EMDshot is 1 and the second

EMDshot is 5. We think the cause of this phenomenon is that

the difference of shots’ content in some down-scaling clips is

too large. From the Fig. 3, we can see that the acceptability

of all the clips (except one clip on luminance 0 lux) arrives

at 0.7 and the acceptability of 87% clips tested on different

ambient luminance and different scaling backlight magnitude

Fig. 4. The saving power percentage of DBS videos under

different ambient luminance.

arrives at 0.8. It demonstrates that the continuous playback of

backlight-scaled shots using the proposed scaling magnitude

wouldn’t cause flicker effect or make users uncomfortable.

Therefore, the DBS strategy using the scaling magnitude

obtained from the Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) is useful for both energy

saving and QoE. The DBS we proposed can be implemented

through two steps. First, determine the scaling boundary of

the input video using the method described in Section 2.2 and

split the video into a series of shots. Second, compute the

scaling magnitude of the shots under the given acceptability

using the QoE models described in Section 4.

5.2. Power consumption analysis

The study we have done above is to maximally reduce the

power consuming through backlight magnitude adjusting,

while without negatively impacting users’ QoE. We have

demonstrated that using the DBS strategy we proposed would

not reduce users’ QoE. So next, we should show how much

power can be saved when using the DBS considering ambi-
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ent lumiance. We prepare four full videos which contain d-

ifferent content luminance shots. Then we implement DBS

strategy on the four videos under different ambient luminance

and measure the power consumption of the mobile phone us-

ing the software Trepn Profiler. We compare the performance

with the power consumption of the videos with full backlight

level. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The effect of power

saving is significant. We see that it can maximally save more

than 40% under 0 lux and can at least save 10% power even

if under 10000 lux.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the relationship between QoE and

other factors such as ambient luminance, content luminance

and backlight magnitude through subjective quality assess-

ment experiments. We established the models to get the best

backlight level with the given acceptability. Based on the

models, we implemented DBS on mobile videos and ana-

lyzed the power performance under different ambient lumi-

nance. The experiment results demonstrated that using the

scaling magnitudes would not cause the flicker phenomenon.

The DBS strategy we proposed can maximally save more than

40% in the low environment brightness and can save 10%

power even at a high environment brightness.
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